CONSTRUCTION REPORT

Project: River Center Branch Library
Project No.: 11-025
Report No.: 003
Site Visit Date/Time: 01-12-2017
Location: Project Site; site visit and walk
Weather/Temp: 
Work in Progress/Observations:

- The site was being cleared off in prep for grade beams and transfer caps, caps.
- The HVAC lines were being run through and underneath the existing retaining wall.
- This excavation was ongoing. Communications box on the retaining wall had been installed.
- Communications lines/conduit was now run through the wall and into the site.
- There is a good deal of re-steel on site for grade beams and caps.
- There was some excavation happening for the transfer caps and some of the foundation work.
- Pre-insulated HVAC lines were turned up into the site, and backfilling was underway at the locations where they run through the existing retaining wall.
- Welding, testing and final work was being done during the visit.
- The ACM panel mockups are required for final exterior color selection.
- The sidewalks and curbs at the parking garage still need to be poured back.

(see attached photos)

Items/Questions:

Prepared by: WHLC Architecture, LLC.